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Modernizing Access to
SAP with Zscaler
Zscaler provides fast, secure access for employees and thirdparty users looking to access SAP - whether SAP is running
on-premises or has been migrated to public cloud.

SAP is the lifeblood of business, but accessing it is not without its challenges
SAP has become the lifeblood application of most companies, housing critical payments, operations and customer data.
Because of this, IT leaders must be able to ensure that employees and business partners have access to this businesscritical app - from any location, any device and over any network. This must be done while protecting SAP from the
deluge of cyber attacks that target SAP today, and by delivering the best user experience possible. SAP ERP solutions
have historically been deployed on-prem in many G2000 companies, and as companies undergo digital transformation,
their ERP environments are among the most complex applications to adapt to the modern workforce. Traditional
connectivity services fail to provide the level of flexibility, security and simplicity around SAP that the business needs.

A need to modernize access to SAP to empower the business
The foundation of modernizing ERP solutions is to ensure that the modern workforce can access business critical
applications in a secure and seamless manner. Organizations looking at modernizing SAP ERP solutions should consider
connectivity services that enable the below:
• Permit users to access SAP from any location, any device and any network
• Ensure fast, seamless and direct access to SAP and help to better manage user experience so IT
can resolve issues quickly
• Protect SAP, and its critical data, from cyber threats that are designed to derail company operations by minimizing exposure
• Decrease costs and remove the need to manage multiple network and security point products
• Accelerate SAP migration to S4/HANA and to public cloud (AWS, Azure, GCP) by reducing deployment
time of access services
• Improve compliance with industry regulations

Zscaler + SAP: Fast, global remote access. Seamless, secure cloud migration
The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange uses identity and policy to provide employees and business partners with fast, secure,
and simple access to SAP - no matter where they’re working - even if SAP is migrated to public cloud.
• Enable connectivity to SAP from Anywhere on any device - The service delivers the flexibility needed in order to
connect users to SAP from anywhere in the world, from any device (Laptop, Smartphone, POS system, RF Scanner)
over any network connection (wifi, 4G/5G, corporate network)
• Ensure a great user experience when accessing SAP - Zscaler provides the shortest path from user to SAP by routing
user traffic to 1 of 150+ data centers worldwide. For the first time, you can even monitor each user’s digital experience
when accessing SAP and track network, app and device performance - to resolve IT issues quickly.
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• Protect SAP from cyber threats - Zscaler for SAP HANA leverages user- and application-centric
policies to provide access to SAP without placing users on the network (or using a VPN), and without
exposing SAP to the Internet. This minimizes the attack surface and allows businesses to reduce the
chance of ransomware attacks and prevent over privileged access to the network.
• Reduce Networking and Security Costs of SAP- 100% cloud-native architecture eliminates VPN
gateways, and network and security appliances that are limited by capacity and drive-up costs. Zscaler
allows IT to standardize access across datacenter and public cloud environments with a single cloudnative access service
• Accelerate SAP Cloud Migration - Zscaler ensures that access to SAP goes uninterrupted during a
cloud migration process. The cloud service can be integrated with a migrated SAP app in minutes, and
requires no appliances to be deployed. Secondly, Zscaler obfuscates this entire SAP migration from the
user. Their experience is the same as when SAP ran in the datacenter, and the user simply accesses
SAP as they always have.
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Top Use Cases for Zscaler and SAP
1

Enable Zero Trust Access to SAP from Anywhere – without VPN
The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange provides fast, seamless, and secure access to SAP from anywhere, without
placing users on the network, exposing apps or requiring appliances.
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ZPA Service Edge - hosts policy engine and
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Zscaler Client Connector - endpoint agent
forwards traffic to Zscaler Cloud
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anywhere in the world, over
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DMZs and legacy VPNs were design for the networks of the 1990s and have become
obsolete because they lack the agility needed to protect digital businesses.”
– Gartner, Sept 2016
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Accelerate Migration to S/4HANA Enterprise and Public Cloud
Zscaler simplifies and speeds up SAP migrations by reducing the networking complexities around user access that
are typically encountered when transforming from on-premise datacenter to public cloud.
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Access to SAP connectivity
is always based on identity
and policy – adapting as
needed

In the process of moving SAP to AWS, ZPA gives us the flexibility to terminate
those users wherever we need to. We can run in one region in AWS, then have
those users connect seamlessly by a policy change.”
– Eric Fisher, Director IT Enterprise Systems, Growmark

For more information on Zscaler solutions for SAP, please visit Zscaler ZPA for SAP
Interested in enabling SAP access via Zscaler? Talk to your sales rep or set up some time to meet with us.
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